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17 July 2020

Dear Parents and Carers
I have really enjoyed my first term at Perton Primary Academy, your “Outstanding” school.
Despite the times we find ourselves in I believe our school community has gone from strength
to strength and anyone with a negative view of humanity should spend a day amongst the
children here. They would see the strength of human fellowship and friendship. It is a wonderful
thing that I have been able to see and your teachers see every day. Children being good
friends, taking care of each other and protecting themselves. This Outstanding attitude allows
all children to be decent citizens who can make a values based contribution to our world. So,
please, let’s celebrate all the wonderful children of Perton Primary Academy and maybe follow
their example of tolerant, respectful friendship to one another!
We are confident that our year four pupils can move on to middle school confident in their own
ability to face the challenges of the next stage of their lives and show them what outstanding
pupils they are. I had the pleasure of watching their leavers’ assembly and the staff talked with
such pride about each and every pupil.
Parents, you have been so very supportive of Perton and the actions we have taken over the
last few months and thank you for all of this support.
I hope that you have enjoyed watching the short introductions to our teachers and please keep
in touch via dojo over the holidays.
Finally, I would like to thank everyone (teachers, TAs, volunteers and, of course, parents!) who
has supported a child in anyway this year. They are the future, and it is up to us all as the
important adults in their lives to make sure that they have the best possible chance for success
and happiness.
Have a great holiday!

Executive Headteacher

